
 

MAKE YOUR BUSINESS STAND OUT WITH OUR 

ACRYLIC ILLUMINATED LETTERS 
 

Every decision you make about e appearance of your business is essential. From the lighting design to the 
construction materials, how it is perceived is essential to success. This includes signage as well. Acrylic illuminated 
letters are the most popular option for your trade or business. They stand out for their adaptability and variety.  

 At Trade Built Up Letters, we offer small and big organizations to improve their communication, increase their 
visibility, and much more with our Acrylic illuminated letter signage. We provide a wide range of Acrylic Illuminated 
letters to help you achieve your signage goals.  

Acrylic Illuminated letters can bring a brand to life vibrantly and brilliantly. All of our illuminated signage is powered 
by low voltage LEDs for energy saving while still providing the brightest solution available. Contact us today to learn 
more about our Acrylic illuminated letters and other sign essentials.  

WHAT ARE ACRYLIC ILLUMINATED LETTERS? 

Acrylic illuminated letters area durable and lightweight signage option for your business. They are reasonably 
inexpensive and highly customizable, available in a variety of colors, typefaces, and sizes. Illuminated Sign Letters 
are 3d letters that have LED modules embedded in them. They can be used both indoors and outdoors. These 
Illuminated Letters are not typical channel letters. Acrylic LED Letters are made of high -quality acrylic and produce 
consistent light throughout the entire substance of any letter.  

The LEDs are protected by an identifiable acrylic fixing compound, making the letters appropriate for both indoor 
and outdoor settings. The illuminated letters are available in a variety of price ranges to fit any budget. 

WHY DO YOU NEED ACRYLIC ILLUMINATED LETTERS? 

There are several reasons why you should choose Acrylic illuminated letters for your signage: 

1) Because they are made of acrylic, they are extremely customizable, allowing you to choose any font, style, size, 
or color. 

2) They have a sleek, polished appearance that complements any surface they are placed on and makes a powerful 
first impression on potential buyers. 

3) They are pretty affordable compare to metal or other more expensive materials. 

4) They are long-lasting and durable. 

Whether you want to put acrylic illuminated letters to your indoor or outdoor location or any business, we provide 
high-quality acrylic letters that will serve you well both indoor and outdoor, particularly if you are looking for a way to 
communicate in vibrant tones with a sleek finish. 

Acrylic letters are appropriate for Company names and logos and Numbers for houses. 

https://tradebuiltupletters.com/20mm-illuminated-acrylic-letters
https://tradebuiltupletters.com/20mm-illuminated-acrylic-letters


BUSINESS BENEFITS OF ACRYLIC ILLUMINATED LETTERS 

Do you want a more visually appealing sign? Do you need to make your company’s name or other sign ificant details 
stand out? Acrylic illuminated letters are the solution! These letters enhance the aesthetic attractiveness of signage 
for your businesses, schools, and more. 

Great for Brand Building 

Whether you run a small business, school, or some other type of organization, the exterior of your building and 
signage convey your brand. By adding quality Acrylic Illuminated letters to your sign or the front of your building, you 
increase your brand’s reach and visual attractiveness. 

Ideal for Renovating Old Signage 

Acrylic Illuminated letters can give a facelift to your old signage that identifies your business. Add Acrylic Illuminated 
letters to your sign to give it new life. They can be installed on a variety of surfaces. 

Various Lighting Options 

These letters with lighting options are also available. This feature allows you to see your company’s sign at any time 

of day or night. Our LED lighting options are available in LED Modules White/Amber/Red/Green/Blue/RGB. 

Cost-Effective 

Because our letters use LED bulbs, they are energy efficient and help keep your signage’s energy expenses low. 

Our Acrylic Illuminated letters are built to resist tough outdoor circumstances and don’t need to be serviced regular ly. 

WHY CHOOSE OUR ACRYLIC ILLUMINATED LETTERS? 

Nothing is more subtle and delicate than the these letters or built up letters sign for your business. We offer the 
finest quality acrylic letters at an affordable price. It allows you to create an infinite number of letters, including the 
smallest ones. 

Customers prefer these these letters because of their low energy usage and the way they are installed, which cuts 
installation time in half. They’re also extremely resistant to rust, weathering, and aging. As a result, they are an 
excellent choice for signage. 

Whatever your business is, we have a solution to your problems. Our acrylic letters and numbers are adaptable, 
allowing them to be used outside or inside, for business or personal use, and with a modern appearance.  

We offer clear and visible signage solutions to your business that attracts customers. Strong signage that stands out 
and draws attention. That’s what you’re looking for.  

Customize your signage and logo now and consider them attention grabbers to help generate client traffic.  
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